Key ideas are highlighted
Expressions that are equivalent become balanced equations - "the same as".
Pair these expressions to create equations.

We can add, subtract, multiply and divide and maintain equality.

We determine the "mystery number", or variable we are trying to figure out by
isolating it.... We can isolate by removing the same number on each side.

Students can show
balance with their
"teeter totter" hands.
When there is no operation symbol between a
number and a variable, multiplication is understood...

GOLDEN RULE: We must always respect the equality as we are figuring out the
variable.

Guess and Checking is one way to start figuring out the variable. What are other
ways that we have used already, or you might use to determine the value of the
variable??
Notice your thinking as you determine the values of the shapes. (Concrete
(Images are from Lovin,Van de Walle, Teaching Student-Centered Learning).

Which shape is the heaviest?... the lightest?

Solution

What is balanced with 2 spheres? Explain.

Solution

Solution and verificaion

Use algebra tiles to help us visualize:
The green rod is the positive variable and the beige squares are positive units.
The red rods are negative variables and the red squares are negative units.
Build and read the following expressions:

n+2

3n

2a - 4

...now an equation... use a pen to represent the equals symbol:

a + 4 = 4 + 4 or 8

a = 4 after "0 pairs"

Now build and solve these equations:
s+3=6

n-2=7

s+3=6
s+3-3= 6-3
s=3

n-2=7
n-2+2=7+2
n=9

2n = 8

2n = 8
2/2n=8/2
n=4

When solving in algebra we want to:
-isolated the variable so we can solve for it (use "0 pairs" to remove the same
number from each side).
-what we do to one side of the equation, we must do to the other side of the
equation to keep the balance- make sure the students discover this, instead of
teaching this rule!!!
Inequalities
Who would win the tug-of war in the final round? The acrobats, the grannies or
the dog???
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Solution:

As formative assessment, build a web as your class / individual student notes
about algebra, or as summative assessment - ask students to organize their
thoughts about algebra in a web....

